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WHAT IS
SPACESHIB?
WHO IS SHIBA?
(SHIBA INU)
SpaceSHIB is literally a spaceship ready to go into space. It is not just a
meme token, it also stands for DAO to NFT collection of Shiba Inu versions
with its Play2Earn Feature. Shiba Inu or also known as the Shiba token is a
decentralized cryptocurrency created by an anonymous person known as
"Ryoshi" in August 2020.
Not only will Inu tokens be welcomed, but the unique and passionate
community members of SpaceSHIB will be ready to welcome them with
wide arms open. We want to be sure that our investors feel as safe and
secure as possible just like our community members.

Get ready to Play to EARN
and collect the NFT’s!
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WHAT IS
ITS MAIN AIM?
WHY IS IT NECESSARY?
The main aim is to move away from strict social structures
and traditional understanding. That is why decentralization is
very crucial in this process. Time passes and as disruptive
applications and technologies take over the conventional
precedent gaming and art industry;
Our main goal is to get on board in this Revolutionary Step
that our generation is facing.
We dedicated our team to the motto of
completely reliable, fully focus on community
and transparent.

We are here
for the long run,
that is why we value
our team members
and investors.
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WHAT IS
A MEME TOKEN?
A meme token is basically a cryptocurrency that
is associated with a theme, often as a joke rather
than a serious one. There are many meme tokens
right now. But we all know that the SHIB family
holds the revolution for the meme token universe.
Shiba is not just a meme token, Shiba is one of us.
It began to become more than just an avatar and
a representative figure in time. Shiba is a member
of the family, and also a glue that attaches us all.

Frankly to admit, these meme
tokens are created by using
social media and agendas.
What is different with
SpaceSHIB is that it has
a USE CASE with its NFT
and Play2Earn features.
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PLAY2EARN
By definition, Play2Earn games refer to the
concept of gaming in a platform that
provides its players with a chance to earn
any form of in-game assets that can be
transferred as a Fund.
By that, we provide our gamers playing in the
virtual universe but earning in the real world.
Our game will be shoot ‘em up style
with its gacha gaming features.

SHOOT ‘EM UP
There is no consensus as to which design elements
compose a shoot 'em up; as some restrict the definition
to games featuring spacecraft and certain types of
character movements.

GACHA GAMING
FEATURE
Gacha Gaming Feature is to induce players to spend in-game
currency to receive a random virtual item. The in-game
currency can be gained by gameplay, or by purchasing it from
the game publisher using real-world funds.
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ARE YOU READY TO
STEER SHIBA IN WITH
THE CHALLENGE AS
SPACESHIB?
BYTHEWAY YOU KNOW
EACH OTHER, RIGHT?
-WOOF WOOF
SHIBA is not happy as
Inter-Galactic Federation Army is
protecting the Stolen
$SPACESHIB’s which belongs to
the SHIBA Universe. What you can
do is to help SpaceSHIB to collect
its hidden tokens which are
protected by the Inter-Galactic
Federation Army.
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THE MISSION
IS SIMPLE:
SpaceSHIB has to Visit a Planet
and eliminate the Inter-Galactic
Army hostiles in order to find the
hidden $SPACESHIB tokens. Of course,
Shiba needs a co-pilot. Do you want to help
Shiba with this mission? So, fasten your seat belts
and get ready for the interplanetary journey. But most importantly
have fun, and ready to win $SPACESHIB!
Leading SpaceSHIB in Game will let you earn the $SPACESHIB’s as usual.
Different planet means also there is a possibility of finding potential stolen
$SPACESHIB's. So you must fight with the inter-galactic federation army in
who stole our valuable $SPACESHIB tokens in different planets. You can do
this just by visiting and fighting in other planets with your SpaceSHIB. But
remember, the federation army is very clever and often disguised as your
friend Shiba. You need to be prepared for potential attacks. Raise your ears
and beware. This tough adventure requires courage, patience, and knowledge.

Do you believe you
can do this?
WWW.SPACESHIB.CO
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NFT AND
METAVERSE
NFT, also known as a non-fundable token, is a data unit that confirms
that a digital asset is unique and therefore not interchangeable. NFTs
can be defined as an unconventional and permanent method of storing
artifacts forever. It is stored in a digital ledger called “blockchain”.
SpaceSHIB will also serve as a DAO of the entire Shiba meme world's NFT
collection in the Metaverse.
A metaverse is a visual universe that enables various activities.
Exhibitions, auctions, meetings, concerts, and many other activities will
be only a few steps away from us in this universe in the future.
Of course, Shiba also takes its place in the world of the future.

SO GET READY AND
DON’T BE THE ODD ONE OUT!
WWW.SPACESHIB.CO
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TOKENOMICS
TOTAL SUPPLY IS
1.000.000.000.000
The $SPACESHIB smart contract has been fully audited by top specialized
teams. That means next to zero risk to our users and community from
potential bad actors. SpaceSHIB will launch on April 1, 2022 and
$SPACESHIB Token Pool Tokenomics is fixing.

%8
TEAM

%33
PRESALE

%25
REWARDS

%5
ADVISORS
%3
AIRDROP/CONTESTS

%17.46
LIQUIDITY

%7.88
MARKETING FUND
%0.66
UNIQRYPT FREE
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MOONMAP
We have plans and the motivation to make
them happen. ICO Crypto is developing a
global data-driven platform for the world.
Powered by blockchain and smart contracts.

Q1
Q3
Q5

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

BSC Contract Creation
Launch at Unicrypt
Lock Liquidty with Unicrypt
Pancakeswap Listing
Introduce SPACESHIB token
Airdrops
3000 Holders

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Apply for CEX Listing
Beta Game Launch
Leaderboard
More Marketing Campaigns
10000 Holders

Big Marketing Plans
NFT Creation
Major Partnerships
NFT Launch
Develop Governance for the
SpaceSHIB DAO
✓ 30000 Holders

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Coingecko Listing
Coinmarketcap Listing
BSCScan Info Updated
Marketing Campaigns
Game UI Design

Q2

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Partnerships
CEX Listing
Fiat-to-Crypto Integration
Major Marketing Plans
Release Gacha Gaming Feature
Full Game Launch
15000 Holders

Q4

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

More Exchange Listing
Full Marketing Push
Develop of SpaceSHIB Academy
50000 Holders
Update of the Roadmap
of Spaceship to the Moon

Q6
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